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1. Introduction 

The work on the subject of weak interactions spans the last half a century. In 

assessing where we are today and where we might be going in the near future it is 

useful to look at the historical development of this field. Furthermore, we can say 
that the task of the high energy physicist is to understand the basic constituents 

of matter and of the forces that govern their behavior. Thus, in the spirit of the 

title of this talk, I start out by outlining the development’) of our present picture 

of the constituents and the present picture of the weak force which determines 

at least a part of their mutual interactions. 

Figure 1 attempts schematically to outline the major milestones in the de- 

velopment of the picture we shall be discussing. There is undoubtedly certain 

arbitrariness in the choice of these milestones but hopefully they do represent 

reasonably fairly the logical development of the subject. In the %onstituent 

sector” I take the discovery of the muon as the logical starting point since that 

was the first indication that the spectrum one is dealing with is richer than initial 

observations might have indicated. The unexpected discovery of strange parti- 

cles followed by observation of the electron neutrino and the famous 2 neutrino 

experiment were other key steps in the initial elucidation of the quark-lepton 

picture. 

The decade of the 1960s saw the birth of the quark concept and its subse- 

quent growth to maturity. The initial spectroscopic measurements led to the 

quark postulate and culminated in the discovery of the predicted fl- particle. 

The dynamical reality of the quarks was demonstrated beautifully in a series of 

deep inelastic scattering experiments, first with electrons using the SLAC accel- 

erator and subsequently with the neutrinos and muons, mainly at Fermilab and 

CERN. The decade of the 1970s brought us an enlargement of both the quark 

and lepton sectors with the observation of the postulated charm quark and the 

totally unexpected r lepton. The subsequent measurements of the properties of 

these two new constituents confirmed the initial belief that they represent an 
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scattering asymmetry measurement at SLAC: The subsequent experimental work 

provided even more stringent tests, all of them reinforcing our belief in the va- 

lidity of the GWS picture. 

Both of those rather separate lines of investigation have culminated in the 

recent discoveries at CERN of the W and 2 gauge bosons. This key experiment 

can be viewed as bringing to a successful end the previous 50 years of work on 

weak interactions. We can justifiably ask where do we go from here. 

It is my opinion that the next decade will emphasize the weak interactions of 

higher mas3 scales. Thus we shall try to answer the questions that will address 

the existence and the properties of the postulated (as well as the unexpected) 

higher mass particles and their roles 8s mediators of the weak interactions. This 

physics will span a range of investigations including detailed tests of the standard 

model with the hope of discovery of small discrepancies as well as searches for to- 

‘tally new phenomena, whether these be violations of existing laws, new particles, 

or something totally unexpected. The techniques employed will undoubtedly be 

numerous, ranging from atomic and nuclear experiments, through proton decay, 

v decay and oscillation searches and cosmic ray studies, to the experiments at 

the highest energies which will hopefully be opened up by the next generation of 

accelerators. Finally, it may also be hoped that these “high mass scale investi- 

gations” will at the same time shed light on the puzzles that are present today 

in the constituent sector. 

The choice of topics adopted for these lectures can be understood in the 

context of the above discussion. My emphasis will be less on how we got here 

rather than on where we are and where we are going from here. Hence, I will 

discuss the present experimental status of weak interactions, with the emphasis 

on the problems and questions and on the possible lines of future investigations. 

2. The Quark Mixing Matrix 

In our present picture of the quark sector, we have three left-handed doublets: 

It is furthermore known experimentally that the quark mass eigenstates (denoted 

by the unprimed symbols) are not the same as the quark gauge group eigenstates 

(denoted by primed symbols). There is a certain arbitrariness in parametrizing 

this fact. The convention is to define the phases in such a way that the two sets 

of eigenstates are identical for the q = 2/3 quark states i.e., u = u’,c = c’, and 

t = t’. We can then define a unitary matrix,U,which is totally specified by four 

real parameters conventionally taken to be three angles and one phase. Thii 

matrix can then be thought of as giving us the relationship between the (d’, a’, b’) 

states and the (d, a, b) states i.e., schematically 

(I’= uq P-1) 

Alternatively, the matrix U can be said to specify the quark couplings in the 

charge-changing weak interaction current, i.e. 

J” = qdy’(l - +fspq- (2.2) 

with the q+(q-) symbols standing for the positive (negative) charge quark states. 

The matrix U is similar to the Euler matrix representing a rotation in the 

three-dimensional space. There are several parametrizations of this matrix. The 

original one, due to Kobayaehi and Msskawa,*l is 

( 

Cl --SC3 --SlS3 

SIC, c,c2c3 - s2s3e i.5 ClC2S3 + S2C3ei6 

&sZ clsZc3 + C2S3e i6 ClS3S3 - C3C3ei6 1 

where Ci E co&i, Si z sinei ; i = 1,2,3 and 6’1, es, 83 are three angles equivalent 

to Euler angles and 6 is the phase mentioned above. It waz the contribution of 
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Kobayashi and Maskawa to point out that the CP violation can be introduced 

naturally if one has 6 quarks (rather than 4 known at that time) and provided 

that the phase 6 # 0 or R . 

The other representation that linds frequent use is due to Maiani31 and is 

given by 

qce c,se SP 
-scsc’6-sc 7 08 6 1 cc -sssei6 1 e ILf8 s c 1 B ei6 

-s,c,ce + SlS~Ci6 -c,sp!$ - slC@e-‘6 clC, 

where Ce = ~068, S,q E sing , etc. 

Even within the framework of each representation there are several different 

phase conventions that are used in the literature. These do not present a problem 

for us since the experiments that we shall discuss determine only the absolute 

magnitude of each particular matrix element. Finally, we should remark that one 

can define each angle to be in the first quadrant. The phase 6 can then range 

from 0 to 2r and must be determined by experiment. 

There are certain advantages to each representation. In the original K-M 

representation all the angles, Br, 8z,8E are relatively smaI1 and thus the form of 

the matrix explicitly shows that the Urs element, for example, is second order in 

these small quantities. In the Maiani representation, e,p, and 7 are also small, 

and in that approximation the matrix becomes simply 

1 0 P i 1 -Blr . 

-P --I 1 

Thus the angles 6’,p,7 are approximately related to the size of the amplitude 

describing the couplings u + 8, u --) b , and c -+ b respectively. 

A third parametrization of the mixing matrix has been recently introduced 

by Wolfenstein.41 That particular parametrization is convenient for the analysis 

of the CP problem insofar that it explicitly shows that the CP violation enters 

only multiplied by a third power of a small parameter X. 

Our procedure in this discussion will be to describe the experimental input 

that allows us to measure the general matrix elements, i.e., 

At the end we shall try to relate that experimental input to the values of the 

K-M representation parameters 01 , 02 , 03 and 6 . 

Before embarking on this task, it might be worthwhile to summarize the 

phenomenological need for the top quark that would complete the third doublet. 

In other words, the question that one asks is whether the experimental data is 

compatible with the b quark being a singlet. This question might be moot in 

light of the recent evidence51 for a possible new quark state from CERN, but 

until these data are shown to be completely conclusive, it is worthwhile to keep 

an open mind on this point. 

A rather general argument on this point has been recently presented by Kane 

and Peskin’l and we reproduce here its general qualitative features. The authors 

show that in any model in which the b quark is an SU(2) singlet with conventional 

W* and Z” couplings the following inequality involving semileptonic decays has 

to be satisfied: 

(2.3) 

where I* is the generic symbol for charged leptons. Furthermore, the alternative 

models, which do not make this standard coupling assumption, are either already 

ruled out by the data or extremely unattractive. 

The essence of the argument is as follows. The b quark is known to decay 

and thus must decay by virtue of mixing. The two weak eigenstates representing 
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q= -1/3qu ar s a es can then be writtenas: k t t 

i=l 

8' = 2 piqi 

(2.4) 

id 

where oi , pi are mixing coefficients and gi = d , 8 , or b . In Fig. 2 we show 

the diagrams that must be responsible for leptonic decays of the b quark. AS can 

be seen from these diagrams the decay rates are given solely by the couplings of 

the gauge bosons to the Ieptons and to the quarks. The former are determined 

entirely in the framework of the Glasshow-Weinberg-Salam model’); the latter are 

given by the model if the mixing coefficients (a’s and p’s) are known. Accordingly, 

the problem reduces to finding these coefficients which minimize the ratio given 

in 2.3 and at the same time are compatible with the other experimental data. 

To put it in other words the Glashow-Weinberg*) theorem which shows that the 

GIhf mechanism for suppression of neutral currents is applicable for any number 

of weak doublets, is no longer relevant if b quark is a weak singlet. Hence, the 

mixing coefficients have to be adjusted =by hand” so as to minimize the flavor 

changing neutral current amplitude in b decay and to make those amplitudes in 

other decays compatible with the very stringent experimental limits. 

One makes now the observation that the mixing angles are rather well con- 

strained already by the existing data. Specifically if the first equation in 2.4 is 

rewritten as 

d’ = C,(C,d + $8) + Sib , 

B -XBv IJ 
b 

-I, W- v 

P” 

B - XP+P- 

Figure 2 Diagrams contributing to eemileptonic b decay. 

Cr is constrained to be very close to 1 by Cabibbo universality and S, is the sine 

of the Cabibbo angle that is well measured in K and hyperon decays. Additional 

constraints are imposed by the requirements of orthogonality of 8’ and d' and the 

requirement that the strangeness changing d +--+ s neutral current amplitude be 

small enough to be compatible with the Kr. -KS mass difference. The net effect 
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of these constraints is that the mixing parameters are strongly constrained and 

the lower bound stated in 2.3 is obtained. 

The best experimental limit comes from the data taken by the CLEO collab- 

oration which obtains91 

B;jy < 0.3% (90% CL) . 

Coupled with the world average ‘1 for each (i.e. electron and muon) semilep- 

tonic branching ratio of the B meson of 11.6 f 0.5% , this yields 

l’(B --) Xt+L-) 
r(B -) XL+v) 

< 1.3% , 

Thus the experimental value is clearly in contradiction with the Kane-P-kin 

bounds and excludes the b singlet possibilities. We next proceed to the discussion 

of the experimental determination of six out of the nine total elements Uij .l”l 

a) u,,d responsible for I( + d and d -+ u transitions. 

We determine this matrix element by comparing the strength of nuclear vector 

beta decays to muon decay rate. To mure pure vector, i.e., Fermi transitions 

we have to limit ourselves to O+ -+ O+ decays. In addition, it is important that 

the nuclear matrix element be perfectly understood, which in turn implies use of 

superallowed transitions. 

Several transitions satisfying these requirements exist in nature and have 

been studied experimentally. They generally are decays within the same T = 1 

multiplet and the two that provide the most accurate information are “0 and 

*sAlm decays. The data on those and other decays, satisfying the criteria outlined 

above, are presented in Table I below (reproduced from Paschos and Turke”)). 

Table I 

ft-values, corrections and corresponding results for more accurate decays. 

Nucleus fW JR(%) k#f’) ‘k’(%) Iusdl 

"0 3047.6 f 3.6 1.57 0.18 2.10 0.97223 . 

asAC” 3037.9 f 2.9 1.61 0.24 2.10 0.97377 

WL 3952 f 12 1.68 0.51 2.10 0.97255 

=IP 3063f 10 1.74 0.44 2.10 0.97015 

“SC 3032 f 13 1.81 0.44 2.10 0.97154 

‘eV 3039 f 16 1.87 0.40 2.10 0.97311 

sOMn 3038.1 f 7.1 1.95 0.47 2.10 0.97322 

%o 3041.4 f 5.0 2.01 0.56 2.10 0.97289 

The relevant corrections are: 6R , the “outer” electromagnetic correction, 6~ 

- the nuclear isospin correction to correct for &spin impurity in the transitions 

in question, and & - the difference in “inner” electroweak correction between 

the nuclear ft values and the muon decay rate. 

Paschos and Turke obtain from their analysis 

f&d = 0.9730 f 0.m f0.0020 

where the first error is statistical and the second represents theoretical uncer- 

tainties. An independent analysis by Shrock and Wang”) using compilations by 

Towner and Hardy and by Wilkinson13l aa the basic input yielda 

u,,,, = 0.9737f0.0025 

Clearly these numbers are compatible with each other. As the best value I shall 
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take the average of the two, obtaining 

u,,d = 0.9733 f 0.0024. (2.7) 

b) Utu responsible for u -+ s and e --t u transitions. 

There are two alternative approaches to measuring this matrix element and 

we shall diicuss each one in turn. 

1 - Analysis of the Kc3 decays, i.e., of the processes 

There are several theoretical difficulties that have to be kept in mind when 

discussing these decay modes. First, we might expect some SU3 breaking ef- 

fects, even though they should be small here by virtue of the AdemalloGatto 

theorem?‘) Second, the momentum transfer involved is no longer negligible ss 

in the case of the nuclear beta decay; hence the form factor behavior must be 

understood insofar ss it is the rate at qa = 0 that is directly related to U&. 

Experimentally, the input consists of the lifetimes of the two K mesons, the 

branching ratio into the RCV mode and the form factor dependance allowing the 

extrapolation to obtain f+(O). 

Shrock and Wang”) apply radiative and SU3 breaking corrections to the data 

to obtain 
u,, = 0.221 f 0.003 from K+ decays and 

u,, = 0.212 f 0.005 from Kt decays. 

Combining these we obtain 

u., = 0.219 rt 0.003. (2.8) 

2 - The other method consists of analysis of the combined hyperon and neu- 

tron decay rates. We first briefly describe qualitatively the formalism that is used 

in this analysis. The general matrix element for hyperon (or neutron) decay can 

be expressed in terms of 6 form factors, three of which: fr , fr , fs are vector 

form factors and the other three, gr , ga , gs axial form factors. Only fr and gr , 

and to much lesser extent fx , give significant contribution to the experimentally 

observable quantities. 

The amplitude of the strangeness conserving decays is proportional to U,,d 

(COSB in the old 4 quark formalism); of the strangeness changing decays to U,. 

(sin0 in the 4 quark formalism). Furthermore, both jr and fe are determined 

entirely by the CVC hypothesis. The gr form factor for each decay is expressible 

as a linear combination of 2 parameters, F and D, which represent the strength of 

the symmetric and anti-symmetric 8 Qp 8 couplings. The exact parametrization 

of these 3 form factors is specified in Table II. 

Table II 

Parameters of the baryon weak matrix 

Decay Amplitude fr (0) fz (W 91(O) 

n -4 pew, cod 

c* -+ Aeu, case 

c- --+ rev. cod 

A -+ pLve sine 

C- -+ ntut sin0 

8- -+ A& sin0 

E- --+ c”elq sid 

8” --+ c+Euc sin0 

E- -+ B”.!wt co8e 

1 fip - Pn F+D 

0 -flih &ij%D * 

\/z %p + (&L/2)1 &iF 

-\mz -&&Lp -\/37Z(F+D/3) 

-1 - bp + 211”) -(F - D) 

d@ &@(~p+~n) @(F-D/3) 

l/a l/v%p - ccn) (F+D)/fi 

1 fip-kb F+D 

1 c(p + ah F-D 

a The values of the anomalous magnetic moments are: tip = 
1.793,& = -1.913. 
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Every measurable in these decay processes (decay rates, asymmetry parame. 

ters, angular correlation coefficients) can be expressed in terms of the form factors 

discussed above. Thus once sin8 (and hence cosl) is known, each independent 

piece of data determines a straight line in the D , F space. Hence the analysis 

can be thought of ss consisting of finding that value of sine which results in 

all of those straight lines intersecting in a common point, or more specifically, 

minimizing the “circle of least confusion.” 

The latest experimental results from the hyperon decay experiment at CERN”) 

are displayed in Fig. 3. 1,n addition, data on neutron lifetime and neutron decay 

angular correlations are also shown on the same figure. There is some contra. 

versy and inconsistency in the neutron lifetime data. For the purpose of this plot 

a value of r,, = 925.3 f 11.1 set has been used by the authors of Ref. 15. The 

lines labeled (gr/jr) represent the angular correlation measurements; the other 

lines come from the partial rate measurements. The shaded area represents the 

extent of the experimental errors. Clearly the data are quite consistent and a 

least squares fit yields for the best values of the parameters: 

F = 0.4773~ 0.012 , 

D = 0.756 f 0.011 , and 

sim9 = U,, = 0.231& 0.003. 

This value of U,,, is somewhat different from the K decay value (- 3~). This 

probably reflects the theoretical uncertainties in both analyses. Accordingly, it 

is probably best to take the average value and increase the error somewhat to 

take into account these uncertainties. Thus we quote 

U,, = 0.225 f 0.005. (2.9) 

F 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 

9-04 D 4909A2 

Figure 3 Summary of the hyperon decay data (from CERN experiment) 

and the neutron decay rate. 

Before leaving this topic, one should mention that there exists one set of data 

that is inconsistent with the above picture, namely the measurements of the a., 
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the decay asymmetry parameter for C-: These data are illustrated in Fig. 4, 

together with the prediction from the overall fit to the CERN data. The present 

consensus is to discount this disagreement somewhat, since all these data points 

come from low statistics experiments, done in less than optimum conditions. 

There is an experiment’@ at Fermilab, which just completed its data-taking 

phase, which usea a polarized C- beam and attempts to reconstruct the full C- 

decay by messuring both the decay neutron and the decay electron. The results 

from that experiment should definitely settle this particular question. 

c) U& responsible for c -t d and d --) c transitions. 

In principle, there are two ways of extracting this parameter out of the data 

and we shall discuss each one in turn. 

1 - We can study the c -+ d transitions in the charm decays. The ideal 

processes would be the decays 

D--+7& and 

D 4 ptu 

since these are unencumbered by the effects of strong interactions in the final 

state. 

In practice neither of these decay modes has been observed as yet. Even 

when some data on these channels will be accumulated, there will still be certain 

conceptual difficulties with the proper analysis e.g., SU4 breaking effects, mass 

of the charm quark to be used and form factor dependance. The pure hadronic 

decays D -P 2r and D --) K+K- have been observed but the extraction of 

ucd out of these data does not appear to be possible at the present time. The 

fundamental difficulty lies in the fact that the hadronic effects simply are not 

understood well enough theoretically to be able to extract quantitative results. 

To illustrate this fact we remind the reader that experimentally”) 

0.8 

0.4 

ae 0 

-0.4 

-0.8 /- 

/ 
1.. 

bc 

1 

I 

-0.8 -0.4 0 0.4 0.8 

9-84 gt/f, 4909A3 

Figure 4 The four measurements of the C- asymmetry parameter (a,) 

compared with the prediction of the overall fit. The curve shows 

the dependace of the a, on the ratio of form factors (gr/fr). 

I’(D” -+ K+K-‘) 
I+(D” --+ r+?r-) 

ci 3.5 
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whereas the phase space effects would tend to favor the rr+u- mode. To my 

knowledge, no satisfactory explanation of this discrepancy has been given. 

In addition there is the experimental fact that the lifetimes of Do and D+ do 

not appear to be equal. Specifically using Hitlin’s compilation’s1 we have 

7+/r’ = 2.78 
+0.86 + 0.31 
-0.60 - 0.42 ’ 

This can be understood at least qualitatively on the basis of the fact that the 

exchange diagrams that contribute to the D” decay are absent in the case of 

the I)+ decay (see Fig. 5). However, I am not aware of any reliable theoretical 

calculations that are able to reproduce accurately this number. 

Thus at best we can conclude from the non-leptonic decay modes that the 

c -P d transition is suppressed with respect to the c + s rate. Extraction of any 

quantitative information out of the charm Cabibbo forbidden decays, however, 

will have to await better experimental data or better theoretical understanding 

or both. 

2 - Quantitative information on the Ucd matrix element can be obtained from 

the charm production by neutrinos. More specifically, one studies a /.L+F- final 

state that is dominated by the sequence 

v+p (or n) ---) charm+p- 

which on the quark level can be written as 

v+d-+p-+e 

-+e+/b++u 

or 
u+s-+w-+c 

” ii 
A!! C S 

Do Diogroms 

o- 

D+ Diogroms 

Pa kv 
cf s c$‘s 

3 ii ii 3 
9-84 (b) 4909A4 

Figure 5 The standard diagrams that contribute to D” (a) and D’ (b) 

decay (Cabibbo allowed). 

I -‘d+I(++Y 
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and comparable reaction for the incident d’s 

To obtain the value of Ucd we must separate the two quark contributions. 

The expressions for differential charm production cross sections by neutrinos and 

anti-neutrinos on an isoscalar target (a good approximation for heavy target 

experiments) are given by: 

d’o” - Tz 
dxdy 

F {[t@+(~) + d(x)] + (Uc$ .29(4} , (2.10) 

d2a” GaMEri% - = 
dxdy 

---y--- { [&[z[“(x) -+ +)] + [&#I2 . 2”(2)} (2.11) 

where u(x) and d(z) are the u and d quark distributions in the proton and we 

have utilized the fact that u(x) in proton is the same ss d(x) in neutron. 

Experimentally, the best measurement is of the 2/~/l/~ ratios i.e. of a;-/oY 

and of the u$-/uz. We note that for single muon production we have 

$$ a q(x) + (1 - da+4 

where q(x) stands for u(x) , d(x) , and s(z) and similarly for a(z). We can now 

define 

R = or /u!t (2.14) 

and integrate the expressions 2.10 - 2.13. Using the fact that s(x) = 5(x), after 

some algebra we obtain 

EIu dlz = b’;-/oL) - W:-luT); 
c I-R 

, (2.15) 

with B being the weighted average semileptonic branching ratio of the charmed 

particles, the weighting being determined by the relative production cross section 

of various charm particles in V(P) interactions and the relative muon detection 

efficiency for those decay modes. 

ii’+-’ .-. 

The detailed analysis of this reaction hss been performedlg) by the CDHS 

group who used R = 0.48 f 0.02 and E = 7.1 f 1.3%, the latter value obtained 

by studying relative charmed particle production in emulsions. The dimuon to 

single-muon cross section ratios used came from the CDHS experiment. For the 

value of lUedl the authors obtain 

[&d[ = 0.24 f0.03 . (2.16) 

The CCFRR collaboration at Fermilab obtains a similar value”) (0.25 f 0.07) 

from the analysis of their p+p- data. 

d) Uc, responsible for the c -+ 4 and s -+ c transitions. 

Again, information here can be obtained both from the charm decays and 

from the charm production by neutrinos. 

1 - The optimum charm decay channel to use is the process 

since this decay combines the best experimental input and fewest theoretical 

uncertainties. Nevertheless some problems remain and they tend to liiit the 

accuracy with which we can meesure this matrix element. 

On the theoretical side we need to cope now with the potential St74 breaking 

effects which could be larger here than in the case of K decays. The form factor 

dependance could also be more important here since q’ involved can be quite 

large. At present, there is no information on the Dalitz plot density for this 

decay. Finally the relationship of the decay rate to the value of jUc.lz depends 

on the masses of the c and s quarks used. 

Experimentally, for a specific decay, for example: 

D+ --+ I?e+u e 

we need to know the D+ lifetime, exclusive branching ratio D+ -+ e+X , and the 

fraction of that exclusive mode that goes to I?e+u, . The difficulty in extracting 
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the rate of interest lies in the fact that ~2 and r& appear to be different and thus 

their leptonic branching ratios will not be equal. Most of the exclusive D -P cX 

branching ratio measurements came from high energy c+c- annihilations, where 

the precise Do/D* production rate is not known very well experimentally. 

The numbers we shall use are: 

r++/r- = 2.78 (Ref.18). 

r; = (8 3 f 10) x lo-‘%ec . . (Ref.Sl), 

B(D --+ cX) = (8.4 rt O.S)% (Ref.21), 

u(D”)/u(D+) = 2.3 f 1.2 (Ref.22) and 

l’(D -+ Kev)/l?(D -+ cX) = 0.55 f 0.14 (Ref.23). 

These values give 

B(D’ --, e+X) = (15 f 3)% , 

B(D+ -+ I?e+v,) = (8 f 3)% , 

and r(D+ -+ FYe+u,) = (1.0 f 0.3) x lO%ec-r . 

Finally, to relate the last value to IV,,1 we user’) 

r(D+ -t l?e+u,) = 1.5 x lO”sec-’ x jf$‘K(0)lz x IUC.la , 

where the numerical coefficient was derived by using the F’ dominance of the 

form factor. Assuming perfect S7.J’ symmetry, i.e., f$‘*(O) = 1 , we obtain 

IV,,1 = .82&.13 , 

where the uncertainty quoted represents merely a propagation of the errors in 

the input quantities and does not reflect any additional theoretical uncertainties. 

2 -Independent information on thii matrix element can be obtained from the 

charm production by neutrinos, i.e. from the analysis of p+p- events in the final 

state. The differential cross section has been given in Equation 2.10 and thus 

one must separate the two contributions. This can be done because the valence 

and sea quark distributions have quite different x dependance. 

In more detail the procedure is as follows. The e(z) distribution is assumed to 

be the same as S(Z) and can be obtained directly from the I(+/.L(- events produced 

by the G interactions. Because UCd is small, ii(z) and d(x) contribute very little to 

this process, and in addition they are very similar to a(z) as can be ascertained 

from single Jo production by P’S at high y. Thii fact is illustrated in Fig. 6a 

where the actual /L+c(- z distribution is compared with the prediction from the 

single ~1 data analysis. Finally, the u and d quark distributions can be obtained 

from the structure functions using the relation 

+(d + +)I= ;lFdz) + zFs(z) - 22s(z)] , (2.17) 

where Fz and F3 are derived from the analysis of single muon data?) As can 

be seen from Fig. 6b the data can be fit quite wellrO) by a linear combination of 

these two distributions with the result 

IUerlZ * 2s 
IUcd12 . (i’J + D) = ‘a’9 * ‘-09 (2.18) 

where S = JL xs(x)& and similarly for U and D. Again, using the results of the 

single p experiment, thii result can be converted to 

lUCl12 .2s 
IUcd12 .(D + j)) = Q.3 * le6 * 

To go any further we have to make some assumptions. We expect that 25 < 

(u + D) because of the heavier s quark mass. If we take the extreme case of SU3 
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Figure 6 The z distribution for p+p- events from Ref. 19. 

(a) Riitogram represents the P data, the curve is the prediction 

from single p analysis. 

(b) fiiitogram represents the v data; dotted curve is the contri- 

bution due to B(Z), dash-dot curve due to u(z) + d(z), and the 

dashed curve the sum of both. 

symmetry i.e., 2S = U + b then we obtain 

I&l2 = (9.3 f l.6)Iu,d12 . 

Clearly, this assumption gives a b limit for U,,. We can plug in the previously 

derived value of UC,+ to obtain the inequality 

IU,,l > 0.59 at 90% C.L. . 

This value is obviously consistent with the result obtained from the charmed 

meson decay analysis. 

e) Vu, responsible for the u -+ b or b --) u transitions. 

By far the best limit on this parameter comes from the new information on the 

b quark lifetimes and the upper limit on b -+ u branching ratio. Before discussing 

these data, for historical reasons we mention briefly the information that can be 

extracted from the like sign diiuon data resulting from li interactions. These 

events could originate (in the quark picture) from: 

P+u-+p++b 

In the actual calculation,26) it is convenient to compare the rates for p+p- and 

pan* since some of the uncertainties cancel out in that procedure. Threshold 

factors due to finite c and b quark masses have to be included. The most stringent 

limit can be obtained by assuming that at least a part of the p+ps rate is due 

to some background process that also contributes with the same strength to Y 

interactions, and is responsible there for all of the p-p- events (the cross section 
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for vii -+ &/.L- would be much smaller). Under those assumptions one obtains the 

limit 

IL&j < 0.18 . (2.19) 

A much better value is obtained by studying the b decays directly. The 

important input here is the ratio I’(b -P uCv)/I’(b + CLV) which can be obtained 

from the study of the lepton momentum spectra resulting from the semileptonic 

b decays. The 45 T region is the ideal point to study this question since the B 

mesons produced are almost at rest and Doppler broadening is relatively small. 

This problem wsa studied by the two collaborations working at CESR and 

they have obtained the following limits at the 90% C.L. 

I’(b + uCv)/T(b + CCU) < 5.5% CUSB collaboration”) and 

l-(6 4 uCv)fl-(b --) CCU) < 4% CLEO collaboration.2s) 

There is some model dependance in the extraction of these limits from the data 

since one has to make some assumptions that affect the exact functional depen- 

dance of the curve that is fitted: i.e., spectator quark model or well defined final 

state mass, Fermi momentum of the b quark, msss of the spectator quark. The 

end result, however, is only mildly sensitive to these assumptions provided that 

reasonable values of relevant parameters are taken. The relevant lepton spectra 

and the fits to different hypotheses are shown in Fig. 7 for the CUSB data and 

Fig. 8 for the CLEO data. 

Taking the more stringent CLEO limit and correcting for phase space effects 

due to different masses of the u and e quarks we obtain an upper bound 

lU,,,I/lU,,I < 0.14 with QO% C.L. . (2.20) 

2, I60 
I 

8 120 
N 

I 2 3 4 5 
9-64 
4909A6 ELECTRON ENERGY (GsV) 

Figure 7 The electron energy spectrum from b decay ss obtained by the 

CUSB collaboration. 

f) U,,, responsible for c + b and b + c transitions. 
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- Totol ---- Primary (b-c) 
e...... b-u -*- Secondary (C-U) 

80 I I I I I 78 = 0.93 X 10-“/(2.75~Uc~(2 + 7.71t&12) set . (2.21) 

60 

40 

z 20 2 

a” 0 
0 
P 
b 6o -0 

Note that the ratio of the 2 coefficients, i.e., 0.36 is somewhat different than the 

ratio of 0.45 used by the CLEO collaboration2s) in relating their 4% experimental 

limit to 0.14 limit on matrix elements previously quoted (using 0.36 would reduce 

the limit to 0.125). 

(b) 

The b quark lifetime has been shown about a year ago to be surprisingly 

longso) and the present situation has been summarized by Jaros3’) at this Insti- 

tute. The results are tabulated in Table III below. 

Table III 
40 

20 

0 

Summary of b lifetime results 

Collaboration V.he b) Reference 

0.6 1.0 I .4 1.8 2.2 2.6 3.0 

9-84 Plepton (GeVk 1 49OOA7 

Figure 8 Electron (a) and muon (b) energy spectra from b decay as ob- 

tamed by the CLEO collaboration. The solid curve represents 

the calculated spectrum on the assumption of no direct 5 + uti 

decay. 

The lifetime of the b quark can be related to the linear combination of lUcb12 

and IV,,, j2. The exact values of the coefficients depend on the quark msases used 

and on the magnitude of the dynamical enhancement for the non-leptonic modes. 

We follow the treatment of Gaillard and Maiani2’) who derived the relationship: 

Mark II 0.85 f 0.17 f 0.21 31 

MAC 1.6 i 0.4 f 0.4 31 

DELCO 1.16;;: + .23 32 

JADE 1.8::: f .35 33 

TASS0 1.9 f .4 f .6 33 

All of these experiments use the impact parameter method30~3*) to extract 

the lifetime value. Thus the systematic errors could be similar and it is probably 

incorrect to take a weighted average of all the values. For the purpose of the 

.-I 
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following discussions we shall take 

76 = (1.0 f 0.3) x lo-‘2 set . 

This value yields 

lVcbl = 0.058 f 0.009 (2.22) 

since the V,,s contribution can be neglected here in light ofEquation 2.20. 

Furthermore, combining this with the Equation 2.20 we also obtain 

p&l < 0.01 90% C.L. . (2.23) 

Clearly this limit is much more stringent than the one obtained in 2.19. 

g) Other 3 matrix elements. 

Clearly no direct experimental information exists at the present time on the 

other 3 matrix elements that link the t quark to d , s , and b quarks. For 

completeness, it might be worthwhile to end thii discussion by discussing the 

eventual prospects for measuring these elements. 

As will be apparent from the discussion below, we expect the inequality 

IVtbl >> jVt,l >> lVt,~l based on the extracted values of 01,Ba , and 0s. If the 

mass of the t quark is in the vicinity of 40 GeV, we would expect an appreciable 

decay rate3’) of the toponium state into 4&v and &.@v. Since T(tf -+ c+e-) 

can be measured from the height of the toponium peak, the relative branching 

ratio of (tr) --) e+c- vs t&v can give us the value of IVtb12. We expect here 

the usual difficulties associated with measuring an angle by measuring its cosine 

when costi EZ: 1. 

In principle the values, or more likely, the limits on the other t quark matrix 

elements can be obtained by looking at the lepton energy spectra in toponium 

decays, or bare top decays, in a manner similar to the CESR work on b quarks 

discussed above. However, because of the high t quark mess, this technique will 

be rather difficult. 

Again, in principle, the top production by neutrinos can yield information on 

V,, and Vtd. This method, however, will have to await v beams of much higher 

energy than are currently available. 

Calculations of the 4 basic parameters: BI,&, r&6. 

We can proceed now to the extraction of the 4 basic parameters from the ex- 

perimental input. We shall use the original Kobayashi-Maskawa parametrisation 

for this purpose. We proceed in several steps: 

1 - Since v,,d = Cr in K-M parametrization, we obtain directly from Equation 

2.5 that 

Sl = 0.230 f 0.011 . (2.24) 

2 - We can perform a consistency check using the elements of the first row, which 

also gives us a value of S3. Since 

by substituting the experimental values for the expressions on the left hand side 

of the equation, we obtain 

SlS3 = Al45 
+.05 
-.045 . 

Clearly, the unitarity condition is satisfied but the information on Ss is limited. 

Dividing by Sr we obtain 

s, = 0.20;:;; . (2.25) 

This method of obtaining S3 is much less sensitive than the more direct evaluation 

discussed below. 
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3 - Using Eq. 2.23 and de6nition of Vrb we obtain 

s,s, < 0.01 90% C.L. 

and dividing by Sr we have 

ss 5 0.043 90% C.L. . (2.26) 

4 - From the expression for UC, and Eq. 2.22 we obtain 

l&.l = lclc.& + &&7 = 0.058 f 0.m 

which gives us the inequality s2 0.06 

12% + S2Pl > 0.058 f 0.009 . (2.27) 

The above expression gives us correlated limits on Ss and Ss which will occur 

when 6 = 0 and 6 = rr. More precisely, the allowed space for Ss and Ss will be a 

triangular region bounded by the three lines i.e., 

s2 = 0.058 + s3 

s, = 0.030 - ss (2.28) 

ss = 0.043 

The intermediate values of 6 give well defined contours inside this triangle. These 

limits as well as contours for other values of 6 are displayed in Fig. 9 (adapted 

from L.-L. Chau and W.-Y. Keungs5)). 

5 - As is apparent from the discussion in the preceding section 6 can be deter- 

mined if both Ss and Sa are known. The functional form of the 6 matrix elements 

discussed above demonstrates that even if the experimental errors were consid- 

erably reduced, a unique determination of these two angles is impossible without 
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Figure 9 The relationship between Sz and Sa values and the vahre of 6. The 

allowed S2 and & values must lie within the triangle bounded by 

the three notid lines. 
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additional input. Hence we might discuss briefly which other experiments can 

provide auxiliary information on these parameters. A full discussion of these 

questions would take us too far into the theoretical domain; in addition it would 

unnecessarily duplicate a much more erudite treatment given in the parallel lec- 

tures by H. Harari. For completeness, however, we should mention briefly some 

of the relevant points. 

The basic idea is that the off diagonal K0 - k” ma88 matrix element is 

related to several experimentally measurable quantities & that a major (?) 

contribution to this element is expressible in terms of the K-M matrix elements 

and hence 81,&, 03, and 6. Some of the quantities related to this matrix element 

are Am,Kl - K2 mass difference, CP violation parameter in K” - p system 

and part of the amplitude for K’ + fi + p -. We shall have occasion to return 

to this point in several instances later on in these lectures. Below we elaborate 

briefly on the second point. 

The off-diagonal K” - I?” matrix element can be expressed asso): 

M,2 =< K”lH21*” > +c < ~“Iwyw ’ (2.29) 
I) 98 

where the first part, involving a local AS = 2 Hamiltonian can be related to the 

box diagram shown in Fig. 10, and the second, dispersive part represents a time 

ordered product of two local AS = 1 Hamiltonians. It has been customary to 

neglect the second part on the grounds that the different contributions enter with 

both positive and negative signs and hence will cancel out. The contribution 

of the box diagram, s7) Mf2,0x, which in thii approximation equals M~2, can be 

written as 

(2.30) 

9-84 4909AS 

Figure 10 The box diagram used to calculate the short range approximation 
of JC” - R” transition amplitude. 

where Xi = vi,vid and i = u, c, t , and A<j are well defined functions of the quark 

masses, generally calculated under the assumption that m, < mw. The matrix 
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element of the AS = 2 Hamiltonian is Krr.’ Thus it follows from the above that 

If 

o) masses of all the quarks are known 

6) one knows how to calculate Krr and 

c) the neglect of the long distance contributions is valid, 

then the measurement of the quantities expressible in terms of Mts will give 

us information about elements of matrix U. It is important to emphasize these 

limitations and approximations inherent in these analyses. In practice the ap- 

proximation (c) is considered to be better for calculations of some parameters 

than for the othersas) (e.g. better for t than for Am). The uncertainty in Krs 

has been traditionally parametrized by”1 

KlZ = B(KlZ)vac 

where (Krr),, is the vacuum saturation approximation of the matrix element, 

iirst used successfully by Gaillard and Lee”1 in predicting the value of the 

charmed quark msss and B is usually called the “bag factor” that can be cal- 

culated theoretically with a certain degree of reliability.“) The mass of the top 

quark has been either used as a parameter in calculating other quantities or has 

been predicted from other messurements.421 

It should be clear from the above that when the top quark msss is known 

and the value of B is well understood, quite accurate determination of the bssic 

parameters should be possible. Furthermore, different pieces of the experimental 

input can then be required to be self-consistent. Any discrepancy would be an 

indication of the new physics that is not contained in the K-M matrix parameters. 

Summary. 

It is useful to put together all the results on the matrix elements of U. We 

6rst compile together the raw experimental data (we quote here magnitudes of 

the matrix elements): 

.9733f.O024 .225f.O05 

U= .24 f .03 .a2 f .13 

- - 

We can obtain more precise values by assuming the unitarity of the U matrix 

and utilizing the values of gr,Ba, and 8s derived above to calculate the elements 

of U. This procedure then yields (again magnitudes only): 

.9733f.0024 .225 f.005 0 - 0.01 

U- .225 f.006 .971f.O02 .058f.O09 . 

.013 f.009 .058 f .OOQ .998 f .OOl 

3. CP Violation 

It has been 20 years almost to the day since the initial observation’s) of 

the CP violation through the decay Jfi -+ x+x-. The subsequent decade has 

witnessed a great flurry of activity which established the validity of CP violation 

interpretation as the explanation of the Ki --) 2x decay, uncovered no evidence 

of CP violation in any other process, and led to quite accurate measurement of 

the fundamental CP violation parameters in the K“ - fi” system.“) 

The last few years have seen a revival of the interest in the CP violation 

question. Part of the stimulation came from the discovery of the heavy quark 

systems, which could provide a new laboratory for studying these phenomena. 

More important, however, has been the realization that more precise measure 

ments of the CP violation parameters could shed light on any potential new 

physics since the prediction of these parameters from the K-M matrix phase 6 

appears possible.‘sl 
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In this chapter we shalk discuss the most recent work on the K -+ 2x decays, 

the prospects for improvement during the next few years, other CP violation 

experiments planned, and possibilities for observation of CP violation in the 

heavy quark systems. We shall begin by a brief summary of the formalism needed 

to describe the K” - R” system phenomena. 

We define \K: > and IKi > as CP eigenstates, i.e. 

]K; >= ${IK’ > +IK” >} and IK; >= -${Ix’ > ,-lfi” >} (3.1) 

and the actual states observed, I& > and IKi > as 

’ ---{IK; > +clK; >} and ]K; >= - 
Jiqp 

{IK; > +clq >} . 

(3.2) 

From the above it is clear that c represents the amount of the “wrong” CP state 

admixture and thus is a messure of the amount of CP violation in the K“ - Ii? 

system. 

One can also have CP violation directly in the K 4 2x decay. This would be 

the result of a non-zero phsse difference between A0 and Al, amplitudes leading 

to T=O and T=2 2x states respectively. The standard convention is to define 

phases in such a way that A0 is real. Then the direct CP violation parameter c’ 

can be expressed ss 

(3.3) 

where 4 and S, are T=2 and T=O xx scattering phase shifts that can be measured In the last few years there has been a renewed interest in precision measurements 

in independent experiments. of e’jt. Experimentally, this measurement is attractive since due to the relation 

It is also customary to define 2 other amplitudes that are linear combinations 

of e and 6’. These are 
~ooo~*/~~+-)~ = 1 - 6c’/c (3.7) 

A(K; -+ ?r+r-) 
q+- = A(K; ~ R+R-) = ’ + ” and 

(3.5) 

Finally, one should mention the types of experiments that can provide infor- 

mation on these parameters: 

a) The rate of KL + x+x- gives us )u+-Iz . 

b) The rate of Ki + x’+’ gives us lq,.12 . 

c) The charge asymmetry in semileptonic modes is proportional to Re t . 

d) Interference between coherent Ki and Ki beams decaying into x+x- yields 

phase of q+- . 

e) Interference between coherent Ki and Ki beams decaying into x0x0 yields 

phase of I),,., . 

The first 4 experiments provide by far the most precise information on the CP vi- 

olation parameters. One should also mention an important relation that provides 

a constraint on arg L, which follows from unitary arguments 

tan rug t = 2h - w) 
rs * 

The experiments mentioned above are all consistent”) with the superweak model 

of CP violation4s) which demands that t’ be eero to a very high level of precision. 

For L they yield the value 

t = (2.27 f 0.08) x 10-se’(43~‘*o~2~ . 

which follows immediately from 3.4 and 3.5, a measurement of I~001z/lq+-12 gives 

an amplified precision for L’/E by a factor of 6. Furthermore, this measurement 
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represents a ratio of two ratios, namely * 

IQ42 -= r(K’i --+ 2s’)/r(K; --) 24 

h-+-l2 r(K; -+ r+r)/r(K; -+ .lr+r-) (34 

and one can propose experimental arrangements where at least a part of the 

systematic errors will cancel out by virtue of thii fact. 

On the theoretical front, theoretical advances and improved experimental in- 

put on the K-M parameters allow one to predict the value of e’/e within the 

standard model.“) The spirit of these calculations involve basically the assump- 

tions that the L parameter is dominated by the box diagram in Fig. 10, the t’ by 

the quark diagram illustrated in Fig. 11. Experimental results at variance with 

this theoretical prediction would have to imply additional sources of CP violation 

(for example more complicated Higgs structure or right-handed currents). 

There have been recently two new experiments that try to extend our knowl- 

edge of e’/e ratio. The first one of these, Fermilab E617, is a Chicago-Saclay 

collaboration and its Snal results have been presented by Winstein at the 1984 

neutrino conference in Dortmund’s) and by Cronin at thii Institute.4g) The sec- 

ond one, BNL experiment 749, by a BNL-Yale collaboration, is still in the analysis 

stage and only preliminary results are available at this time.m) 

Because the new results are discussed in much more detail by Cronin4p) we 

limit ourselves here only to several brief comments. One could East make some 

general statements that apply to both of these experiments: 

a) The goal is to measure r’/r to better than 1 % . Since c itself is small, good 

control of backgrounds is mandatory. 

b) By measuring either 2x” and x+x- modes simultaneously, or Ki and Kz 

decays simultaneously, some of the uncertainties drop out (e.g. dependance 

on flux measurement). 

c) Since in either procedure one tries to utilize as much of the same apparatus 

ss possible, lot of experimental uncertainties do cancel out and reliance on 

d d 
9-84 4909AlO 

Figure 11 The diagram which gives a major contribution to the e’ parameter 

in the standard picture. 
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Monte Carlo is lessened. 

The basic idea of the Chicago-Saclay experiment is indicated schematically48) 

in Fig. 12. The modes 2r0 and X+X- are observed at different times, but one does 

look simultaneously at 2 separate beams, a direct Ki beam and a regenerated Kg 

beam. The regenerator is moved from one beam to another on a pulse to pulse 

basis to average out any possible variations in the flux or differences in efficiencies 

in different are= of the apparatus. An identical regenerator is used for both x+17- 

and toll0 running. In the 27r’ mode, one of the 7 rays is required to convert in a 

thin converter which alsg defines the end of the decay volume. Finally, the rate 

of decays in both beams is maintained roughly constant by another absorber in 

the regenerated beam that is located far upstream and moved from one beam to 

another in phase with the regenerator. 

One has to be careful about several potential sources of trouble: 

a) The 2 beams (I$ and KS) have to be well separated so that after recon- 

struction one can identify unambiguously the source of each 2r event. 

b) The resolutions for the +‘R’ and A+K modes are inherently different, both 

in msss and also in direction. This has the effect that the background that 

hsa to be subtracted, both under the K” msss peak and under the 0’ 

regenerated beam (due to incoherent regeneration) is larger for the 23~’ 

mode. 

c) Because of lifetime differences, the longitudinal decay distribution of Ki 

and Ki will be different. This does introduce some dependance on Monte 

Carlo calculation of efficiency. 

The extent of these potential difficulties and/or the level at which they have 

been taken care of by the experimenters is illustrated in Figs. 13 - 16. Figure 

13 shows that the decays from the two beams are well separated in both the 2~’ 

and x+11- modes. Figures 14 and 15 illustrate for 2 typical energiea the effects 

of different resolution for the 2 decay modes. The background is essentially 

negligible for the t+%- mode; for 2~~‘s it is at the level of few percent both 

+W Setup 

- 
KL 

9-84 y Converter 4909All 

Figure 12 Schematic drawing of the basic idea of the Chicagc&aclay experi- 

ment. The amplitudes being measured in each beam are indicated 
at right. 
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Figure 15. The P;i distribution of the reconstructed 2s decay 
events in the regenerator beam for 2 representative 
energies (from the Chicago&clay experiment). 
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10-84 Z VERTEX (meters) 4909Al5 

Figure 16 The e distribution of the reconstructed nr decays of Ifi and 

Ki for 2 representative energies (from the Chicago&clay exper- 

iment). The solid lines represent the data; the dots the Monte 

Carlo prediction. 
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under the mass peak and under the forward coherent regeneration peak. Finally 

the s dependance of the reconstructed decays and the Monte Carlo prediction is 

shown in Fig. 16. 

In addition, various checks on the systematics have been performed by the 

group which give one an ability to estimate quantitatively the magnitude of the 

systematic errors. The 6nal result is 

c’/c = -0.0046 f O.O053(stat) f 0.0024 (syst) . (3.9) 

The BNL experiment takes a different approach and collects x+x- and soso 

events simultaneously. The datataking alternates between Ki and I$, the latter 

being generated by moving an 80 cm carbon regenerator into the beam. The 

highly preliminary result quoted by Winstein’s) at the Dortmund Conference is 

e’/c = -0.0027 f 0.0061 (stat) . (3.10) 

The systematic errors are still in the process of being calculated. 

These experimental numbers should be compared with the most recent the+ 

retical calculations”‘) of lower bounds on c’/e displayed in Fig. 17. The important 

point to be made here is that the sign of c’/c is predicted by these calculations 

and thus there appears to be - 30 discrepancy with the experiment. 

In light of these results there is a considerable interest in improving the 

~‘/e measurement. There are at present plans for two major new experiments 

with that goal in mind. The first one, a ChicagoFermilab-Princeton-Saclaysl) 

experiment at Fermilab (E731) uses similar techniques ss its predecessor, E617. 

It does, however, take advantage of several improvements, namely better duty 

cycle at the Tevatron, new and improved beam line, better acceptance, and 

an improved detector. A datataking rate some 30 times higher than what was 

achieved previously is anticipated. 

0 
20 

mt 

Figure 17 Lower bounds on c’,/c BS calculated by Gihnan and Hagelin. Two 

different values (0.33 and 0.66) of the bag factor B are used, and 

three different b quark lifetimes: 0.6 psec (solid line), 0.9 psec 

(dash-dot) and 1.2 psec (dashed line). 
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A quite different approach has been proposed at CERN”) by the CERN-Pisa- 

Dortmund-Orsay-Siegen-Edinburgh collaboration. The plan is to take &A- and 

x0+’ data simultaneously like in the BNL experiment. There are several impor- 

tant and ambitious innovations. The K;f beam is obtained not by regeneration 

but by targeting the primary proton beam near the detector. This Kg target is 

movable, the idea being to vary the targeting point along the e direction through 

the decay volume during the experiment. Thus the K$ and Ki s decay distribu- 

tions should be very similar. The experiment uses no converter and no magnet 

and thus achieves very high acceptance. The background to x+x- mode is sup 

pressed by good particle identification, good angular measurements, and use of 

a hadron calorimeter to measure pion energies. A liquid argon detector is used 

to measure r-ray energies and impact points. 

These experiments strive for accuracy in the c’/c ratio in the neighborhood 

of lo-‘. The first results should be available in three years. 

I would like to summarize next some of the other experiments on CP violation, 

either performed in the recent past or planned for the near future, that attempt 

to extend our knowledge of that phenomenon. 

a) The CP-nonconserving polarization of p+ from the decay K+ + vr”c(+v , 

normal to the decay plane, has been measured recently by the Yale-BNL gro~p.~~) 

For events satisfying g,, . @V EJ 0 they obtain a value 

P = (-3.0 f 4.7) x 10-s . 

This result, especially when coupled with the earlier companion work on JI polar- 

ization from Ki decay,5’) precludes unusually large contributions to CP violation 

from the Higgs sector. 

b) There are tentative plans at CERN to look for a difference in the branching 

ratios for K” + 2x0 and fi” -+ 27r”, which is allowed if CP invariance is violated. 

The proposed letter of intent s5) plans to exploit the fact that at LEAR one has 

a very good source of tagged K” and p decays resulting from the channels 

pp -t K+r-I?’ or K-r+K” . 

The authors propose to look at about 2 x lo* 2s’ decays which would yield 

sensitivity on the 8/c ratio of about 3 x lo-‘. 

c) A search for CP violation in a new channel is at present under way in a new 

experiment at Fermilab’@ by a Rutgers-Wisconsin-Michigan-Minnesota collabo- 

ration. The experiment will messure the rate for the decay K” --t x+x-w’ as 

a function of the proper‘time in the K” rest frame. The major contribution to 

this decay will come from the decay of Ki , but this rate will be modulated at 

a level of about lo-’ by simultaneous presence of a CP violating amplitude due 

to Kg --) &‘A-x0 decay. The interference of this small amplitude will give some 

time dependance to thii rate. If one defines 

A(KO, -+ r+r-r”) 

one expects a precision on I]+-,,/s of about 0.25. This can be compared with the 

present limit of 

py <I50 . 

d) A recently approved experiment at BNL, E791, proposes”) to look for CP 

violating mode 

K; + R=‘c+c- . 

The single 7 or 2” diagram which contributes to this decay is CP violating 

and its contribution to the branching ratio can be estimated from the rate of 

K+ + A+C+C- decay if the decay occurs solely through the K,O admixture in 

the KL state. This rate would involve CP violation in the mass matrix and thus 

be proportional to lc[‘. The estimated branching ratio from this contribution is 

6 x 10-r’. 
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On the other hand there can also be ‘direct” CP violation in this decay 

mode which has been estimated’s) to generate a branching ratio at the level of 

3 x 10-l’. Thus the situation could be quite different here than in the case of 

K -+ 2s decay where the “direct” CP violation amplitude c’ is 5 lo-‘t. The 

proposed experiment hopes to achieve sensitivity to be able to see the “direct” 

CP violation. 

e) The same experiment s’) plans also to look for the longitudinal polarization of 

the p+ in the decay 

K; -+/~+p- . 

Two amplitudes can contribute to this process5’): 

a E ‘SO which is P and CP conserving, and 

b E 3P0 which is P and CP violating. 

Since a longitudinal polarization of p+ violates parity, both of the above 

amplitudes must be present if that polarization is non-zero, and hence CP must 

also be violated. In the standard picture, the polarization is expected to vanish at 

the level of 10m3, so a significant non-zero polarization observed must be evidence 

of new physics contributing to the process. 

The decay rate can be expressed as 

(3.11) 

and the polarization P as 

where u is a phsse space factor that is numerically m 0.91. 

The important point here is that considerable theoretical uncertainties ex- 

ist in calculating the rate for KL + p+g-. The pure weak interaction quark 

diagrams are not able to account for a significant fraction of the remaining 

Ki -+ p+p- amplitude after the contribution of the 27 intermediate state is 

subtracted out6’) Thus from the rate measurement alone, one cannot exclude a 

significant CP violating amplitude b and a polarization close to 100% cannot be 

ruled out. Furthermore, there is no experimental information at the present time 

on the polarization in this process. 

f) Finally, one should mention the electric dipole moment of the neutron as a 

potential testing ground of the different models of T violation (and hence also CP 

violation within the framework of CPT invariance). The present upper Iimit,sl) 

quoted as 

d. = (0.4 f 1.5) x IO-“e cm 

is already restricting some of the more exotic models of CP violation, but still 

about 6 orders of magnitude away from the prediction of the standard modeLs2) 

Thus even with the experimental improvements anticipated in the near future, 

the experimental accuracy will not be sufficient to expect a non-zero answer if 

the K-M phase is the sole source of CP violation. 

Heavy quark systems. 

We conclude this chapter with a brief discussion of potential CP violation 

effects in the heavy quark neutral states. The uniqueness of the K” - ii‘” system 

lies in the fact that the only quantum number distinguishing K” from its antipar- 

ticle is strangeness, i.e., a quantity that is not absolutely conserved. The heavy 

quark neutral states, Do -b” , B” -B” , and To -p duplicate these conditions 

insofar as they also differ by a flavor quantum number that is violated by weak 

interactions. Hence we should ask to what extent the mixing phenomena and 

msss matrix CP violation, seen in the K” - R” system, can be expected to be 

reproduced also in these heavier neutral systems. 

We should first point out that the B” - B” system is the most favorable one 

of the three for the observation of the mixing phenomena.ss) The two heavier 
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quark doublets can be generically represented as 

(i) E c> Or (:) * 
In general T(L) < I(H) because of enhanced phase space for heavy quark 

(H) decays and even more importantly because the light quark (L) has to decay 

out of its doublet and hence is Cabibbo suppressed. In addition, if the mass 

difference is dominated by the box diagrams we would expect 

(Ah a MA , 

(Am)H a Mi 

and hence 

(Ah > (Amh . 

We shall have large mixing if the mass difference is large enough so that the 

phase between Qs and Qr, (Q is used as a generic name for a neutral system, 

e.g. KS , Ds , etc.) can change appreciably during an average lifetime of that 

system. Thus (Am/P) is a measure of the size of that mixing and from the 

arguments given above we expect that 

Am Am 
(---IL ’ (----I r r H’ 

Hence the K and the B systems should exhibit the greatest mixing effects. Par- 

enthetically, we should mention that experimentally”) the Do - Do mixing is 

limited to leas than 4%. 

In the remainder of this chapter we shah comment very briefly on some of the 

theoretical calculations regarding the pOEEibk mixing and CP violation effects in 

the B” - 8” system. One measure of mixing is the parameter t defined as 

r(Bo -+ L+) 
r E r(p -+ c-1 . 

The physical meaning of r is the relative probability that a particle which starts 

out as a B” changes into a l?, a8 evidenced by its decay into the “wrong” sign 

lepton. It goes without saying, that the leptons discussed above refer to primary 

leptons only, i.e. do not include secondary leptons from intermediate charm 

particles. One can show”) that r is given by 

l---B 2 
’ = 1+ I I 

(Am)* + :(AP)* 
2r2 + (Am)* - 1/4(AI’)* 

where cg is the c in the B system (parameter characterizing CP violation in the 

mass matrix) and AI z I’s - Ir, . Thus we see that r can be non-zero either by 

virtue of Am # 0 , i.e. mixing due to phase difference or AI’ # 0 , which gives 

rise to mixing by virtue.of one linear combination of B’s decaying away faster 

than the other. Both of those terms are appreciable in the K” - R” system. For 

the B’S we expect Am >> AI since the states that couple to both B” and B” 

and hence give rise to AI’, couple to them relatively weaklyss) in contrast to the 

situation with the 2r state in K”.f? system. 

The CP violation arises if r and P are different. In that case the lepton 

charge asymmetry, which is a true measure of observability of CP violation in 

the B” - 8” system is non-zero and is given by 

At ~ NV+) - w-1 r-f 
N(c+) +N(C-) = 2+r+r ’ 

Clearly mixing is essential if CP violation effects are to be observed. 

The B” - B” mixing will also lead to like-sign primary dileptons in e+c- 

annihilations. Again we define a mixing parameter R 

R= 
N++ + N-- r+f 

N+++N--$N+-=r+r+rr+l 

and a CP violation parameter 

N++ - N-- r-f 
a=N+++N--=r+ 

Because the BOB” pair is produced in a coherent state, the effects of Bose statis- 

tics have to be included and the magnitude of R will depend on whether the BB 

is in a relative even or odd angular momentum state. 
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The magnitude of these parameters have been estimated recently by a number 

of authors.35*4’+s3@5~66) The calculationis can be made for both the Ba(bd) and 

A. states and they all depend on the values of the K-M mixing angles and 

the K-M phase. Using the experimental input on these parameters, one reaches 

the general conclusion that the mixing parameter can be quite large for B, but 

the CP violation parameter a is very small. For Bd, the CP violation parameter 

is somewhat larger but the mixing effects are correspondingly smaller. The net 

result is that the CP violation effects due to mass matrix-term will probably be 

unobservable in the B-B system. This situation is summarized in Fig. 18 taken 

from Ref. 35. 

Another possible source of CP violation in the B” - 8” system would be CP 

violation in the decay process itself. This could occur in those final states which 

can be fed by either B” or 8” , e.g. + + Ki + r’s . CP violation effects would 

exhibit itself in a lepton asymmetry in association with such exclusive states. The 

calculations performed indicate that such asymmetries could be appreciabIees) 

but the statistics will be much more limited because of the requirement to observe 

an exclusive state. 

4.RAREDECAYS 

The last several years have seen a renewal of interest in rare decays, more 

specifically in experimental searches for decays of ~‘8, K+‘E and K~‘E which are 

forbidden in the standard model because they violate one or more conservation 

laws. These searches are driven in part by the theoretical arguments that new 

physics might indeed require processes that do not observe these symmetry laws. 

But they are also fueled by improvement in experimental techniques which make 

feasible exploration of new domains. In general, most of the ideas for new physics 

require existence of some new processes and very frequently different schemes 

make quite different quantitative predictions. Thus experiments on rare decays 

-.-. I 4 4%) -.--- 
‘” 80 100 120 140 160 18 

6 (degrees) 
4909A17 

Figure 16 The B” -8” mixing parameter r and the CP violation parameter a 

calculated for B, and B( as a function of the top quark mass and 

the K-M phase 6. The input data uses 1 psec as the b quark 

lifetime. The allowable range of 6 (indicated) is obtained by 

fitting the c parameter to the box diagram calculation with B 

= 0.33 (from Ref. 35). 
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are, at least in principle, capable of narrowing down the spectrum of viable new 

models. 

A useful phenomenological classification of different processes has been pro- 

vided by Cahn and Hararr +‘) who utilize the fact that quarks and leptons appear 

to come in three generations: (u,d,v., e) , (c, a,v,,,p) , and (t, blur, r) each one 

classified by a generation number G: Gl for the first one, G2 for the 2nd one, etc. 

with Gl - G2 E 1 . In this scheme different diagrams can be classified by their 

AG value. In addition, the reactions can be diagonal or non-diagonal, depend- 

ing whether the reaction is purely leptonic or hadronic or whether it is mixed. 

This scheme is illustrated in Fig. 19 which shows the diagrams and Cahn-Harari 

classification for several processes of interest. 

The symmetry violating processes could depend on AG and thus different 

reactions could proceed at quite different rates. But there are other possible 

relevant factors. Thus if the mediating interaction is of the vector nature, the 

process K): -+ e*pF will not occur. The same is true for K+ -+ r+e-l.r+ if the 

relevant interaction is axial. Finally the reaction K+ -+ rr+vv is allowed in the 

standard model with a reasonably well defined rate. But new interactions or 

phenomena could enhance it or other effects (like large V, mass) could suppress 

it. The main point of this discussion is that there exists a great wealth of different 

possibilities in different models and only experiments can resolve these issues. 

In contrast to the new K decay experiments that are not scheduled to start 

taking data for another year or so, the muon rare decay program has been pursued 

vigorously during the last decade. The main lepton number violating channels 

that have been studied are: 

c1+ + e+7 9 

P+ -t e+e+c- 3 

p-N -+ e-N, 

and cc+ + e+77 . 

No positive evidence for any of these processes has been found but the great deal 

AG=-I 

e- 

e- 

K+ 

5 
KOj cd: 

e- 
AG=l AG=-I 

id) 

9-64 (e) ’ 4909A16 

Figure 19 (a) The p conversion to e by nuclear capture, AG = -1 ; 

(b) The K+ -+ r+pie- decay, AG = 0 ; 

(c) The diagonal process /.I -+ 3e , AG = -1 ; 

(d) The non-diagonal, AG = 0 , Ki -P Fe decay; and 

(e) The AG = 2 diagonal interaction which can contribute to 

I$ - Ifi msss difference. 
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of progress that has been accomplished during the last 40 years in this field is 

illustrated in Fig. 20. The branching ratio for the /J- capture process is defined 

as its relative rate with respect to the standard p- capture reaction, i.e., 

At present there are extensive experimental programs at the three pion and 

muon factories: LAMPF, SIN, and TRIUMF on the above 3 decay modes and 

the forbidden conversion process. The present and anticipated branching ratio 

sensitivity for both p and K channels is indicated in Fig. 21 where the different 

processes are explicitly tagged by their AG value. 

I would like next to discuss several of the planned experimental programs on 

the rare K decays. They are all scheduled to run at the BNL AGS and can be 

expected to start yielding results in a period of 1 to 3 years. The Srst process is 

the channel 

or, more correctly, since v’s are not observed 

K+ + ‘A+ + nothing visible. 

In the standard model, this process is allowed in second order and proceeds via a 

modified box diagram illustrated in Fig. 22, which effectively turns the B quark 

into the dquark. The u quark acts as a spectator. In addition there is an induced 

2” contribution, also illustrated in Fig. 22. The strength of these contributions 

can be calculated and the results of the most recent calculations”) are shown in 

Fig. 23 as a function of the top quark mass. 

Assuming high experimental sensitivity and a narrowing of the theoretical 

uncertainties the measurement of this rate could shed light on the number of 

lepton generations within the framework of the standard picture. The rate for 

0 p--er 

p p-eee 
0 P-N-e-N 

0 p-w 

I I I I I I I J 

1945 1955 1965 1975 1985 
9-84 YEAR 4909A19 

Figure 20 Upper limits for separate lepton number violating ~KCWS a~ a 

function of time. 
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Figure 23 Theoretical limits on the branching mtio K+ + r’vi~i (for each 

neutrino flavor) as a function of the top quark mass. 

each generation has some dependance on the lepton msss(es) in the next gener- 

ation(s) due to the explicit form of the box diagram,ss) but this dependance is 

weak if ml << mw. In addition if the Y, has an appreciable mass (several MeV 

or more) the total rate and the R+ spectrum would be affected. 

Probably more interesting is the possibility that there is new physics which 

contributes to this process. One is the existence of new msssless and non- 

interacting particles, like some of the ‘nuinos” postulated within the framework 

of the supersymmetry models. Another new physics possibility is the existence of 

a new msssless Goldstone boson postulated by Wilcseksg) to explain the lepton 

and quark masses. This new postulated particle, commonly called familon and 

denoted by f would exhibit itself in the process under discussion ss a decay mode 

K++r++f 

and would result in a peak in x+ energy spectrum. 

Recently an experiment “1 has been proposed at Brookhaven to investigate 

this process down to the level of 2 x lo-lo, about three orders of magnitude 

better than the present upper limit. ‘l) The main experimental problems center 

around a clean identification of r+ and total hermiticity, i.e. ability to detect all 

the known particles except neutrinos over the full 4s solid angle. The proposed 

experiment achieves the former, i.e. a good a - /.I separation by combining 

range and curvature information for the momentum measurement and insisting 

on observation of the full x+ + JJ+ ---t e+ decay chain. The apparatus looks very 

much like a modest colliding beam detector except that it is totally enclosed by 

live detectors. The entrance end is capped by a BaFl scintillator which serves 

simultaneously to degrade the K+ beam to a low energy and to detect any decay 

particles heading in that direction. A fully live and finely segmented target is 

used to suppress various second order processes that could simulate the decay in 

question. 
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